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Brewer-OMI comparison





O3 and UV data for El Arenosillo 2015 (May 25th to June 5th)
OMI L2 data from the El Arenosillo overpass files at the Aura 
Validation Data Center (http://avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov)
Brewer data within 30 minutes of each OMI observation








           0) All data from B files
       1) Counts from B files, configurations in EUBREWNET, processed 
           with the Brewer Python Module
        1.5) L1 data with cloud, airmass, and Hg filters, plus standard       
           lamp, filter, and stray-light corrections  
            2) Using configurations which have been validated  
UV levels:
         0) Data from UV and UVR files, processed with the Brewer          
           Python Module
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Brewer-OMI Arenosillo 2015
EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 & OMDOAO3 L2
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Brewer-OMI Arenosillo 2015
EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
Last days of the 
campaign: most 




Brewer #005: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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Brewer #005: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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Brewer #070: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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Brewer #070: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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Brewer #126: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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Brewer #126: EUBREWNET O3 L1 vs OMI OMTO3 L2
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EUBREWNET O3 L1.5 vs OMI OMTO3 & OMDOAO3 L2
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Brewer-OMI Arenosillo 2015
EUBREWNET UV vs OMI OMUVB L2
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EUBREWNET UV vs OMI OMUVB L2
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O3 relative differences lower than ~5% 
UV relative differences lower than ~15%
Brewer-OMI plots comming to EUBREWNET soon 


























Getting data from EUBREWNET with MATLAB











Parsing the data from EUBREWNET with MATLAB
Tidy up the result
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1) Download, parse, and plot O3 L1 data
2) Download and parse a configuration
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